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Abstract: Nowadays, prediction and decision making are
two inseparable principles in the management and two
distinct roles of managers. The organizations spend a large
part of their budgets on predictions from past data. They will
lose their money if they are neglected. On the other hand,
decision-making is the most critical step in problem-solving.
Moreover, it is considered the main task of a manager as a
problem solver. Making decision becomes more complicated
when we are faced with multi-criteria decision-making
issues. Combining prediction and decision-making
approaches helps researchers to make a better choice
utilizing prior knowledge. One of the most essential and
comprehensive systems designed for multi-criteria decisionmaking is Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) process.
Deep learning as a valuable extension of artificial neural
networks has been the focus of many researchers. In this
paper, AHP is used to classify, compare, and determine the
weights of a deep learning approach. In order to evaluate the
efficiency of the proposed method, the prediction of vehicle
price application is chosen, and the results are compared with
neural networks. The data set is related to the sale of Hyundai
and Kia Motors cars in the United States and Canada. It is
emphasized that the data are used only to evaluate the
proposed method and can be generalized to solve all similar
issues. The sales forecasting data of two car companies
showed that the proposed method is superior to other
regression methods. To extend the proposed methos as our
future work, the aim will be to develop a comprehensive
decision-making and forecasting system by combining these
two approaches.
Keywords: Analytical hierarchy process, deep learning,
decision-making, regression
1. Introduction
The problem-solving procedure can undoubtedly be
called the most complex and, at the same time, the most
sophisticated part of any thought process. All human beings
are solving the problem every moment. Our minds and
bodies are constantly, and even unconsciously, hosts of
various problems, and we are all born with the ability to solve
problems. As a general definition, it can be called a highlevel cognitive process that requires the integration and
control of a set of fundamental skills [1]. One of the most
critical stages in problem-solving is decision-making.
Prioritization and decision-making are defined as problemsolving activities that lead to an optimal or at least satisfying
response [2]. The importance of decision-making is to the
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extent that in management, it is referred to as the principal
task of a manager in the role of a problem solver. [3]
considers decision-making equivalent to management and
[4] consider management quality a function of decisionmaking quality. In any prioritization and decision-making
process, there are factors known as a criterion that measures
the desirability of that decision. These criteria may be
expressed in terms of attributes or objectives. They can
consider as performance parameters that are used to select
decision options. Attributes can be quantitative or
qualitative. Objectives consist of decision makers' desires
and tendencies that can be expressed in maximizing profits
or minimizing costs. Decision-making models can be either
single-criteria or multi-criteria. In the single-criterion
decision model, a quantitative objective is the basis of
decision-making that can be solved using various
mathematical methods such as linear programming.
However, in many decision-making problems, the
problem solver seeks to optimize multiple criteria
simultaneously. In this case, the decision problem is called
multi-criteria; one of the most critical issues in mathematics,
management, economics, engineering sciences, etc. In many
cases, these criteria are not comparable and sometimes even
contradictory. Consequently, to solve the problem, we must
seek a state with the most significant advantage in terms of
all criteria for the decision-maker. Whenever multi-criteria
decision-making is based on multiple attributes, it is called
multi-attribute decision-making, and multi-objective
decision-making if it is based on multiple objectives [5]. One
of the most essential and comprehensive systems designed
for multi-criteria decision-making is the hierarchical analysis
process introduced by [6]. This method considers decisionmaking issues that are used to solve ranking, selection,
evaluation, and the prediction problems.
A critical issue in this research is whether, by proper
training and determination of logical weights, by hierarchical
analysis, one can design a predictive system so that the most
minor error is achieved for accurate estimations close to
actual statistics. For this purpose, in this study, a
combination of the hierarchical analytical process with deep
learning is proposed. In order to measure the efficiency of
the proposed method, the automobile sales data set for
Hyundai and Kia Motors in the USA and Canada from 2010
to 2014 was used. Therefore, it will be a matter of predicting
car sales.
The automotive industry encompasses all parts of the
design, development, production, market, and sales of motor
vehicles. Companies and factories involved in designing,
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manufacturing, marketing, and selling motor vehicles are
part of the industry. In 2008, more than 70 million motor
vehicles, including ordinary cars and commercial vehicles,
were produced worldwide. In 2007, 71.9 million cars were
sold worldwide, of which 22.9 million in Europe, 21.4
million in the Asia-Pacific, 19.4 million in the US and
Canada, 4.4 million in Latin America, 4.4 million, 2 million
in the Middle East, and 1.4 million in Africa were sold. When
markets were stagnant in the US and Japan, Asia and South
America grew and became powerful. The large markets of
Russia, Brazil, India, and China also appear to have
overgrown. The automotive industry, as one of the largest in
the world, with vast amounts of financial and time capital
invested in it, will require careful and accurate prediction of
its futures and competitors to make significant and sensitive
decisions. The automotive industry is affected not only by
macro variables but also by hundreds of other factors. Many
of these factors complicate decisions about the future of
production and sales in the automotive industry. Producing
any automotive product like any other industrial product
requires preliminary investment and study. In recent years,
the automotive and its related industries have taken on
economic and political aspects, to the extent that the import
or export of a country is sometimes subject to the trade of the
automobile industry, and the trade balance is measured by
this criterion.
Therefore, to predict car sales, which is also the subject
of this study, a set of experts in North America, specified the
priorities effective in car sales using questionnaires. Then,
the processed weights obtained from the comments were
presented as input to the neural network. The proposed
conceptual model first finds the weights of the factors
affecting sales, then attempts to discover the intrinsic
relationship between the data, which finally achieves a more
accurate prediction. Therefore, our main issue is defined as
predicting the sale of automotive products to formulate and
implement strategic decisions for the manufacturing and the
distribution of the products by combining hierarchical
analytical process and deep learning approaches.
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) has shown great
attention in the past decades for solving multi-criteria
decision-making problems. For example, it has been applied
to routing [7] and found the backup channels [8] in wireless
networks, scheduling in the cloud [9], customer relationship
management (CRM) [10], project quality management [11],
medicine [12], e-learning [13], robotics [14], etc. On the
other hand, the deep neural network has been attracted by
different research communities during these recent years,
from radiotherapy [15] and agriculture [16] to image
processing [17] and network security in the Internet of
Things (IoT) [18].
Due to the discussed applications of AHP and neural
networks, there are several works in the literature that have
tried to combine these two categories of methods. For
example, in [19], the authors combined neural networks and
AHP to choose the best place. This idea also was utilized by
[20]. In another research, which we will compare with our
method, the authors used this idea in car sales prediction
[21]. Moreover, it has been applied to solve other similar
problems [22-24].
In this paper, we utilized the benefits of deep neural
networks for solving the problem. First, the opinions of
experts are extracted, and AHP is used for weighting the

criteria. Then, a deep learning approach is initialized with
these weights. To the best of our knowledge, no study has
utilized the AHP for initializing the weights of deep learning
networks. Studies have usually used the optimization
methods such as evolutionary algorithms to find the optimal
weights for artificial neural networks (ANNs) and deep
neural networks. Determining the initial weights for deep
neural networks utilizing the experts’ opinion can lead to
better and more interpretable results.
2. Theoretical Foundations
A. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
As mentioned bifore, one of the most critical steps in
problem-solving is decision-making. Prioritization and
decision-making are defined as the problem-solving
activities leading to an optimal or at least satisfying response.
Decision-making models can be either single-criteria or
multi-criteria. In the single-criterion decision model, only a
quantitative goal is the basis of decision-making that can be
computed using various mathematical methods such as linear
programming. However, in many decision-making issues,
the problem solver seeks to optimize multiple criteria
simultaneously. In this case, the decision problem is called
multi-criteria, one of the most critical issues in mathematics,
management, economics, engineering sciences, etc. One of
the most important and comprehensive systems designed for
multi-criteria decision-making is the Analytical Hierarchy
process first introduced by [6]. This method is used to solve
problems such as ranking, selection, evaluation, preparation,
and the prediction that are all considered as decision-making
problems. The advantages of this approach include the
possibility of formulating the problem in a hierarchical way,
the possibility of considering different quantitative and
qualitative criteria in the problem, as well as the possibility
of incorporating different options in decision-making and
sensitivity analysis on the criteria. In addition, since this
method is based on pairwise comparisons, it facilitates
judgment and computation. The AHP can also express the
degree of consistency and inconsistency of the decision,
which is a prominent feature of this approach in solving
multi-criteria decision-making problems. Finally, it should
be noted that this method has benefited from a solid
theoretical foundation [3].
In the next step, the optimal weights of the edges are
calculated, and the decision compatibility is examined. Some
of the essential features and advantages of the AHP method
can be summarized as follows [6]:
•
Uniqueness and the simplicity of the model;
•
Complexity: This approach uses both systematic
and detailed analysis simultaneously to solve
complex problems;
•
Hierarchical structure (like human thinking);
•
Consistency: it calculates and presents the logical
consistency of judgments.
B. Deep learning
Deep structures, unlike shallow ones that usually have a
hidden layer, have more hidden layers in their architecture.
In supervised learning, after the last hidden layer in both
types of structures, a layer with linear activation is placed to
produce desirable outputs [25]. Many shallow structures
such as Gaussian combinations and neural networks with a
hidden layer are general approximators. In other words, they
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can represent any function, but there is a fundamental
limitation considering these structures. These structures can
represent any function that has enough variables in the
hidden layer. In practice, this constraint is not always
possible to meet. Specifically, for functions with high
fluctuations, the number of parameters required increases
exponentially as the input data dimension increases [26].
In contrast, deep structures that employ a greater number
of hidden layers than shallow structures while being general
approximators can provide more efficient representations,
simultaneously [27]. In practice, deep structures lead to
representations with significant features that can resist
transformations such as displacement and rotation [28].
Representations obtained from deep structures are mainly
distributed (which lead to non-local generalizations) and
sparse. Moreover, deep structures can learn hierarchical
representations that are very similar to the visual structure in
humans [29].
In this study, deep feedforward networks are used. The
traditional belief about feedforward networks was that
training in these networks with backpropagation is difficult
[30]. However, [31] claim that good classification functions
can be achieved in these networks. In this research, the best
classification result of handwritten numbers of the MNIST
database was achieved using many hidden layers, many
neurons per layer, and numerous deformed training images
to avoid overfitting. The number of parameters in the
proposed structure was between 1.34 and 11.12 million,
leading to low generalization capability and very high
computational overhead. In order to overcome the above
challenges, different studies such as [13] were performed.
Therefore, deep learning is neural networks that model
high-level abstract concepts at different levels and layers.
The main benefits of this learning method can be stated as
follows:
•
Learning representation: the primary requirement
of any learning algorithm is to extract features from
the inputs. These features may be manual
(supervised methods) or automated (unsupervised
methods). Manually extracting features is usually
time-consuming, inaccurate, incomplete, or overly
expensive. Deep learning is a way to extract
features automatically.
•
Multilayer learning representation: deep learning
enables us to build high-level abstract concepts
using bottom-up multilevel learning that leads to
high accuracy.
In the following section, we will present the proposed
structure that is based on a deep learning approach.
3. The Proposed Method
The neural networks and, by nature, deep networks are
considered as black-box models. The reason is that there is
no direct and simple link between their trained weights and
the function being approximated by them. The black-box
models are created and designated directly from data. It
means that no one (even those who design them) can
understand how their variables and weights are being
combined to make predictions. The performance of
prediction is directly associated with how these weights is
determined. In most of the training algorithms, they start
with random weights and refine them based on training data.
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Therefore, they are sensitive to initial random weights and a
good initialization have positive effects on the performance
of the algorithm.
Many studies in the literature have tried to find
appropriate weights. For example, in some researches, the
optimal weights were determined by combining the learning
algorithm with evolutionary algorithms such as genetic
algorithms and so on. It should be emphasized that obtaining
the optimal weights in training stage does not necessarily
guarantee high accuracy in testing stage. Thus, we cannot
really talk about the best weights and therefore the best
solution.
As mentioned above, the main contribution of the paper
is to investigate whether the obtained weights from the
experts’ opinion can improve the prediction results in car
sales forecasting application. For this purpose, we first
determine how much each input factor affects the car sales
using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). We believe
that the obtained weights are more reliable in comparison to
calculate them using the optimization algorithms, such as
Bayesian
optimization,
evolutionary
optimization
algorithms, and etc. The reason is that the weights are
obtained from the experts’ opinion. In the next phase, we use
these weights fed to a deep learning predictive system as
initial weights. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the proposed
structure:
Extract the features for care sales
forecasting problem
Give pairwise comparisons'
matrix from experts

Extract the wights by AHP

Learning with a deep learning
method

Evaluation of the results
Figure 1. The structure of the proposed method

As Figure 1 shows, the proposed architecture consists of
five phases. In the first phase, essential and influential
criteria for car sales must be extracted to calculate the AHP
weights. The variables of this study are divided into five
categories of external factors, including economic
dimension, performance, safety, driver and passenger
comfort, body and interior size, and an internal factor called
season and month influence on car sales. Next, in order to
prepare the matrix consisted of score pairs in the AHP
method, a questionnaire must be prepared and completed by
experts in the automotive field. Therefore, the authors of [28]
have benefited from the help of UCLA university professors.
Then, using the Expert Choice software, the required weights
are calculated by the AHP method, and deep learning
structure is used for training of the extracted data. Finally,
the trained network will be evaluated. Hence, the steps can
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be described in more detail as follows:
1. First, we acquire the influential variables in selecting the
best model through questionnaires and interviews with
the experts. According to the questionnaire, the necessity
and importance of each criterion are asked by the Likert
scale from the expert. Thus, at this stage, the criteria that
are effective in the evaluation process and their
importance are determined.
2. The hierarchical structure of the problem is constructed.
3. Determining the statistical population and samples: A set
of questionnaires are distributed among the samples to
collect information, including the extent of various
factors on car sales. The importance of each of these
factors is judged by the extremely important, very
important, important, slightly important, and
unimportant options.
4. Data is normalized and converted into appropriate
network inputs.
5. Use of AHP for determining the initial weights: To
calculate the initial weights in the neural network using
weights derived from the Likert questionnaires, the
paired comparisons table must be constructed. The
pairwise comparisons table is compiled by dividing the
weights obtained for each of the factors in the
questionnaire and comparing the individual elements of
each level relative to the levels. Then, using AHP rules
and using the Expert Choice software, the final weight of
each criterion, sub-criteria, and options are calculated.
6. Architecture selection for the network: The deep learning
network has been used for the proper architecture
selection.
In the next section, we compare the results of the
proposed architecture with the neural network-based method
[21].
4. Experimental Results
A. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
Similar to the research conducted in [28], the statistical
population of this study is the market of Kia and Hyundai
products in the US and Canada between 2010 and 2014. The
data was extracted from official US industry oversight
databases, as well as from Kia and Hyundai. Table 1 shows
the target data assumed in this research.
Table 1. Monthly sales
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2010
52626
58056
77524
74059
80476
83111
89525
86068
76627
73855
67324
75246

B. Data preparation

2011
65003
76339
106052
108828
107426
104253
105065
99693
87660
90092
86617
94155

2012
78211
96189
127233
109814
118790
115139
110095
111127
108130
92723
94542
98613

2013
80015
93816
117431
110871
120685
115543
115009
118126
93105
93309
101416
96636

The first five exogenous variables were used as neural
network inputs, and the network was prepared to enter the
sixth variable, which was the effect of season and month on
sales. The monthly impact was then normalized and used as
the main input of the network. In the previous researches, the
effective weights on car sales have been extracted, but this
study needs to reproduce these effective weights due to the
specific geographical area. In order to study the impact of
seasonal and monthly inputs, the best-selling and low-selling
months and the ranking of these months based on the sales
statistics from 2010 to 2014 were extracted and analyzed and
then normalized using the Min-Max method as follows.
𝑥 −𝑥
𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑚𝑖𝑛
(1)
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛

As for the Expert Panel Analysis, it should be noted that
this study benefited from the opinion of the experts who are
directly involved with the car industry.
C. Analytical Hierarchy Process
The importance of the factors affecting vehicle sales and
their weights were extracted by AHP.
D. Training using deep learning methods
The first five variables of the first category are used as inputs
for network training. They are normalized between 0 and 1
using Equation (1) (xmin=0 and xmax=1). Due to the
consistency of criteria selection for human beings, the data
that influence one's choice over time are unchanged. For
example, a person who cares about safety, according to the
theory of personality and choice stability, is unlikely to
change his mind about his choice in the following five years.
However, after considering fixed weights, this research
requires a dynamic index to improve the network training
accuracy. For this purpose, seasonal and monthly data were
used to input the sixth variable, dynamically. The method of
extracting the monthly data for each country was
independent and unique because the coefficients of the
months differ in the two countries. To extract valid monthly
data and seasonal impact on purchases by classifying the
data, the ranking of the best-selling months was done, and
then the obtained rankings were normalized. The results
obtained from the analysis of Table 2 are then normalized
and presented to the network for training.
Table 2. Ranking based on the yearly sales

2014
81016
90221
121782
119783
130994
118051
119320
124670
96638
94775
98608
11009

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2010
12
11
5
8
4
3
1
2
6
9
10
7

2011
12
11
3
1
2
5
4
6
9
8
10
7

2012
12
9
1
6
2
3
5
4
7
11
10
8

2013
12
9
3
6
1
4
5
2
11
10
7
8

2014
12
11
3
4
1
6
5
2
9
10
8
7

E. Results Comparison
In order to evaluate the proposed method, the MSE criterion
is considered, which is defined as Equation (2):
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𝑀𝑆𝐸 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑌𝑖 − 𝑌̂𝑖)

(2)

𝑛

where Y is the actual sales value, and Ŷ is the predicted sales
value. The lower the error, the better the performance of the
method. The results of this parameter are then compared with
the exponential regression, linear regression, support vector
regression (SVR), and AHP + ANN methods [21]. The
results are summarized in Table 3.
There are many supervised regression models. We chose
SVR for comparing. The SVR model is the promising
extension of SVM to solve regression problems [32]. In εSVR, the goal is to find a function f(x) that has at most ε
deviation from the true yi for all the training data, and is as
smooth as possible. In the other words, we do not care about
errors as long as they are less than ε. By introducing the slack
variables  i , i* , some errors are allowed in the constraints.
Hence, the SVR can be formulated as the following
optimization problem:
Minimize

n
1
2
w  C  (i  i* )
2
i 1

(3)

subject to yi  ( wT  ( xi )  b)    i ,
wT  ( xi )  b  yi    i* ,

i , i*  0
The constant C determines the trade-off between the flatness
of f and the amount up to which deviations larger than ε are
tolerated.

Table 3. Comparison of different methods
Method
Exponential Regression
Linear Regression
SVR
AHP+ANN [21]
ANN-GA
The proposed method

MSE
37.2×108
1.64×108
1.0×108
0.44×108
0.84×107
0.6×107

R2
0.73
0.77
0.80
0.84
0.87
0.91

As Table 3 indicates, the proposed method performs ten
times better than the AHP + ANN method, which
demonstrates the superiority of deep learning in conditions
similar to artificial neural networks. It is also observed that
in a method such as SVR, which is one of the most important
forecasting methods, not considering the weights obtained
from AHP has reduced the prediction efficiency.
As final discussion, we should emphasize that the AHP
does not find the optimal weights for ANN. However, it
should be noted that obtaining the optimal weights in training
stage does not necessarily guarantee high accuracy in testing
stage. Thus, we cannot really talk about the best weights and
therefore the best solution. Thus, we compared our proposed
method with ANN-GA to prove our claim. In ANN-GA, we
obtained the optimal weights of a neural network predictor
by genetic algorithm. We can conclude from Table 3 that the
proposed method outperforms NN-GA. The obtained results
proved our claim.
For statistical analysis of the obtained results by different
approaches, we utilized Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test [33]
with significance level of 0.05 for ten independent runs of
each method. This test is used for pairwise performance
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evaluation between the proposed method and the others.
Table 4 shows the test results in terms both MSE and R2.
Table 4. P-value for different methods in terms of MSE and R2
Method
Exponential Regression
Linear Regression
SVR
AHP+ANN [21]
ANN-GA

MSE
0.0001
0.0025
0.0056
0.0067
0.0057

R2
0.0004
0.0012
0.0041
0.0069
0.0054

As Table 4 shows, the proposed AHP + Deep method
showed a significant difference in comparison with the other
approaches.
5. Conclusion and Future Works
This paper presented a hybrid method combining the
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and deep learning for car
sales forecasting. One of the main challenges in neural
networks and by nature deep networks is determining their
weights. No one can understand how their variables and
weights are being combined to make predictions. We utilized
AHP to feed the obtained weights to the neural network as
input weights. These weights reflect the experts’ opinions
about the factors affecting car sales and provide better choices
for initialization of network training. Thus, we first acquire
the influential variables in selecting the best model through
interviews and questionnaires from the experts. Using the
questionnaire, the necessity and importance of each criterion
were asked and ranked by the Likert scale from the expert.
Thus, the criteria that are effective in the evaluation process
and their importance were determined. Then, a set of
questionnaires were distributed among the samples to collect
information, including the extent of various factors on car
sales. Next, the AHP was used to calculate the initial weights
of networks. The sales forecasting results for two car
companies showed that the proposed method was superior to
other regression methods. To extend and improve our
proposed method as a future work, the aim will be to develop
a comprehensive decision-making and forecasting system by
combining these two approaches. Thus, it can be left as a
future study for the researchers.
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